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Abstract 

This project aims to design and implement a controller for the TurtleBot, available in the 
Swarthmore Robotics Lab, in order to enable the robot to move smoothly along complicated 
curved paths. A Smith Predictor, a particular type of predictive controller for systems with pure 
time delay, is developed for the TurtleBot, a discrete system with a constant dead time. 
Dijkstra's algorithm is used to find the shortest path in a given map on which the TurtleBot 
travels. With the implementation of the Smith Predictor, the TurtleBot is able to move smoothly 
along complex paths found by Dijkstra's algorithm despite some difficulties in adjusting to sharp 
angle changes. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Autonomous cars have begun to receive greater attention, as current leaders in the industry 
have been publicizing their experiments. The dream of autonomous cars seems to be coming in 
the foreseeable future. Along with the birth and potential popularity of autonomous vehicles, are 
the benefits of safer transportation, and shorter commutes. 
One of the challenging questions in the design of autonomous vehicles is the ability of the 
vehicle to turn in corners and follow paths that might be curved in complicated ways, such as 
curvy mountain roads. It is crucial to design a suitable controller for the system in order to 
enable smooth movements along the curved paths. Due to limited resources, this project aims 
to use the TurtleBot as a model, and design a suitable controller that enables it to move 
smoothly along curves. 

1.2 TurtleBot Introduction 

Created by Melonee Wise and Tully Foote in November 2010, TurtleBot is a low-cost, personal 
robot kit that uses open source software. It is an open robotics platform designed for education 
and research on state of the art robotics. The TurtieBot2 in Swarthmore College Robotics Lab 
consists of the Kobuki mobile base, a camera, a 3D sensor, and a laptop for computation. The 
Kobuki base provides power supplies for the external laptop, sensors, and actuator, and 
provides precise navigation with its highly accurate odometry. The TurtleBot relies on the ROS 
(Robot Operating System) platform for code communication between the external coding 
platform and itself. 

1.3 Outline of Report 

The report focuses on my journey in designing and implementing the Smith Predictor on the 
TurtleBot for its smooth movement along complex curved paths. The report henceforth follows 
the following structure: section 2 explains the theories of the controller and the path-finding 
algorithm that are used in the project; section 3 discusses the process of discovering the 
mathematical expression of the plant system, which is the crucial first step in controller design; 
section 4 explains the final design of the controller used in this project, as a response to the 
discovery in section 3; section 5 presents the final implementation of the controller and the 
path-finding algorithm, as well as video of the movement of TurtleBot along two trial paths; 
section 6 discusses some of the challenges encountered in this project and some potential 
problems in design and implementation; section 7 suggests some potential future work that 
could be done to further improve the performance of the TurtleBot in following complex curved 
path; section 8 concludes with final remarks. 
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2. Theory 

21 Smith Predictor 

Srrith Predictor. invented by O.J.M Smith in 1957, is a type of predictive controllerforsystems 
VIoith pure tirre delay. The main idea is to eli rrinate the effect of tirre delay, by taking the 
differences belv\leen tvvo fee dbacK loops, one VIoith tirre-del ay an d the oth er >Mthout 

The outer feedbacK loop feeds the output from the plant system into the input of the controller, 
as is the case in many other controllers. HOVIIever, because of the tirre delay, this feedback loop 
contains on~ outdated information The inner loop feed s back the si rru l ated difference belv\leen 
the ideal output from the plant system (Vloithout tirre delay) and the ideal output in the previous 
step that acts as a proxy for the actual output from the plant The difference belv\leen the outer 
loop input and the inner loop input, ffiich ideally has all lag responses eliminated, is used as the 
controller input As a result, the input into the controller is free from the interference of tirre 
delay 

.. , ,,' 
.. , 

Figure 1 Basic Srrith Predictor Design 

• , 

M ath ematical~, the Srri th Predicto r eli rri nates the time-delay effect as followed 
The input into the system is u(n) 

The lagged output from plant is h(n- k) 

The si rru l ated outp ut VIoithout tirre de lay is h(n) 

The si rru l ated outp ut VIoithout tirre de lay from last period is h(n - k) 

The outer loop difference is u(n) - h(n - k) 

The si rru lated inner loop difference belv\leen them therefore is ii(n) - ii(n - k) 

Hence the input to controller C~) is [u(n) - h(n - k)]- [ii(n) - h(n - k)] = urn) - hen) 
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In an ideal case, the controller is able to perform based on a feedback error without time delay, 

thus providing a controller output that is free of interference from time delay. 

2.2 Dijkstra's Algorithm 

Dijkstra's algorithm is used in this project for path-finding in a map of which the perfect 

knowledge is given. Dijkstra's algorithm is an iterative approach for finding the shortest path 

between nodes in an undirected graph. In this project, I used the Fibonacci heap priority queue 
version of Dijkstra algorithm ,. Theoretically, the mechanism works as follows: 

First, we initialize a set to contain all vertices in the map. We also initialize values such that the 
distance at source vertex is 0 and the distance at any other vertex (that is the distance between 

such vertex and source vertex) is infinite. Then, in every iteration, the algorithm examines every 

neighbour vertex of the current vertex (which starts from the source vertex), chooses the best 
vertex that returns the shortest distance, and transfers the vertex to another list that records 

best predecessors. The algorithm continues to iterate until all vertices have been explored and 

hence a shortest path has been found. This process is illustrated as pseudocode in Figure 2. 

1 function Dijkstra(Graph, source): 
2 

3 

dist[source] +- 0 

4 create vertex set Q 
5 

6 for each vertex v in Graph: 
7 if v ¢. source 

II Initialization 

8 

9 

10 

dist[v] +- INFINITY 
prev[v] +- UNDEFINED 

II Unknown distance from source to V 

II Predecessor of v 

11 
12 

13 

14 
15 

16 

17 
18 
19 

20 

21 

22 

Q.add_with_priority(v, dist[v]) 

while Q is not empty: 
u +- Q.extract_min() 
for each neighbor v of u: 

alt +- dist[u] + length(u, v) 
if alt < dist[v] 

dist[v] +- alt 
prev[v] +- u 
Q.decrease_priority(v, alt) 

23 return dist, prev 

II The main loop 
II Remove and return best vertex 
II only v that is still in Q 

Figure 2. Pseudocode of Dijkstra Algorithm 

1 This improvement is originally proposed by Fredman & Tarjan (1984) 
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3. Modeling 

The mathemati cal model of the plant system is required befcre the development of its cootroller 

In order to a scover the mathematical mode. I ran the TurtleBot with oo t the ada tion of any 
controller to capture its open-loop behaviour. Given that the primary purpose ct the project is to 
en oole a sm ooth turn, I designed my eX j:€riments focusing on its an gJ lar velocities I designed 
different trials l'iith vaying constant angula vel ocities as independent variables, and a constant 
linear velocity as a contru variable, and cu lected the position data a ong the path as dependent 
variooles 

0.45 

" 
'" 
" 

0_25 

> " 
0.15 

, , 
0.05 

, 
.{I_05 , '2 " " " 1.2 1.4 

X 

Figure 3 Sample Path in OJ:€n-Loop Response 

I then constructed an cther varialje- the angle th at it has turned, from the positional data using 
the itan2 function in Ma~ab. I pl ctted it against t ime to see hew long it tiJ.<es for the system to 
reach the in put con stant an gJ l ar vel oc iti es 
The resu ~ s are shown in the foil ewing fi gJ res The slope of the line is the angular velocity For 
each scenaio I have included the origin a plot ct angle vs time, and a modified jl ot in lVh ich I 
cropped out the parts that are not linear for linear fitting purposes Note that the time it takes to 
reach linearity (i e. constant angJ lar velocity) ranges from 3 2s to 3 5s Therefore, I used a step 
size of 04 s as a safer estimate for a consistent descripti oo 2fTloog a fferent scenarios during my 
calcul ition of the transfer function l'iith the La jlace Transformation 
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First Scenario: Linear Velocity v = 0.1 mls . Angular Velocity (J) = 0.1 radls 
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Figure 4. Original Angle vs Time in First Scenario 
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Figure 5. Linear Filling of Angle vs Time in First Scenario 
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Second Case: Linear Velocity v = 0.1 m/s, Angular Velocity w = 0.2 rad/s 
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Figure 6. Original Angle vs Time in Second Scenario 
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Figure 7. Linear Fitting of Angle vs Time in Second Scenario 
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Third Case: Linear Velocity v = 0.1 mfs, Angular Velocity 0) = 0.5 radfs 
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Figure 8. Original Angle vs Time in Third Scenario 
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Figure 9. Linear Fitting of Angle vs Time in Third Scenario 
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Summary: 

There are two important observations across all trials. Firstly, there exists a dead time of 

approximately O.4s before the angular velocities become constant along the path. Secondly, the 
actual angular velocities outputted from the robot are different from the command angular 

velocities inputted through ROS platform. The gain of the plant system is about 0.444. 

In other words, 
output angular velocity ;:: 0.44 (4) 
mput angular veloclty 

To summarize, the plant system consists of a gain of 0.444 and a pure time delay of O.4s. 

Therefore, the system is a discrete system with time delay and constant gain. 
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4. Controller 

Considering that the plant system is a system with constant dead time and a constant gain, I 
designed a Smith Predictor controller to control for angular velocities. The design of the Smith 
Predictor strictly follows its theory illustrated in section 2. The goal of the Smith Predictor is to 
find the optimal command angular velocity that will yield the optimal actual angular velocity that 

the TurtleBot is moving at after the processing of plant system. The optimal command angular 
velocity is the output of discrete-time integrator, which is also the value that I will input in 
Python. The design constructed in Simulink is shown in Figure 10 . 

.-----8 
Scope4 

'---'---':c--' command BIlQular ... eIocity 
Gain Delay 

Integrator 

Plant 

h(n)-h(n.1) 
Gainl 

·K· 

~ ____ -; hln) 

Sco,"" Scope1 

angLllBr velocity measwmenl h(n·1) 

Figure 10. Original Smith Predictor Design for TurtleBot 

The output from the plant system in response to a step input is shown in Figure 11. It takes 
around 1.4 seconds for the system to reach the desired output level. The Smith Predictor is able 
to control the system to stay at the desired output level afterwards. 

Figure 11. Angular Velocity Output from Original Smith Predictor Design 
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In the operation of TurtleBot, the angular velocity data is not directly available. Directly available 
information is limited to odometry data. The odometry data is then processed to return position 

data and orientation data, which is used to compute the desired angular velocity. In this case, I 
used a PI controller to convert angle error (the angle between current orientation and desired 

orientation, this approximation is further explained in section 5.1.2) into desired angular velocity. 
The output of the PI controller becomes the input into the Smith Predictor The output of the 

Smith Predictor is integrated, and hence is converted from an angular velocity to an angle, for a 
feedback control on the angle. In other words, the final design of the system is a cascade 
controller that controls the position and orientation of the TurtleBot by controlling its angular 
velocity. The final design is shown in Figure 12. 

Smith Preciclor 

h(n )-h(n-1) Grun1 
.,. 

,., 
h(n) 

Dille,,,,,,,,,, 
angLllar velocity measurment II(n·1) 

Figure 12. Final Design of Controller for TurlleBot 

The output of the whole system (i.e. the orientation angle of the TurlleBot) is shown in Figure 

13. In the simulation, it takes about 9 seconds to reach the desired angle, with slight overshoot 
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Figure 13. Angle Output of the Controller 

To summarize section 4, based on the model discovered in section 3, I designed a Smith 
Predictor to control for the angular velocity of the TurlleBol. I then embedded the Smith 
Predictor in an outer loop of the PI controller, to develop the final design of the controller system 
for the TurlleBol. In other words, the final design of the controller system is a cascade controller 
system in which the position and orientation of the TurlleBot is controlled by controlling its 
angular velocity. 
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5. Implementation 

5.1 Implementabon of Controller 

5.1.1 Implementation of Smith Predictor 

Notice in section 4 that there is an algebraic loop in the design of Smith Predictor. The 
simulated output in the inner loop of the controller exists in both the input and the output ofthe 
controller . In other words, the input into the controller is directly driven by the output from the 
controller . Mathematically, this is difficult to solve. Although in Simulink a response is still 
produced, as shown earlier in Figure 11 > the response is slow and TurtleBot cannot produce a 
desirable response. 

Therefore, in order to implement Smith Predictor in Python , I unwound the algebraic loop by 

introducing an "extra" period. The end result of unwinding can be summarized in equation (5) 
and the consequent Smith Predictor Design is shown in Figure 14. Note that equation (5) is 
implemented as f eu) in Figure 14 to find the optimal command angular velocity that enable the 

TurtleBot to move at desired angular velocity (the input into the system). 

men) = HIll. {; [e l (n) + el (n - 1) + km(n - 2)] + m(n - I)} (5) 
2 

Where k is the constant gain in plant system ;:::: 0.444 

T is the control period = 0.4s 

m(n -1), m(n - 2) are the command angular velocities in previous periods 

e
1
(n) ~ u(n) - h(n - 2) 

u(n) is the desired angular velocity (input into system) 

h(n- 2) is the actual angular velocity olthe TurtleBot (that has lagged response) 

Note: x(n) denotes value of x at period n 

""I 
'"' 

'"1 "'"1 

w(n.2) 
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Figure 14. Final Smith Predictor Design for TurtleBot 
Therefore, the final design of the controller system is modified as shown in Figure 15. 

,", 

.. , 

-';"" 1 

Figure 15. Modified Final Design of Controller for TurtleBot 

The Python code to implement Smith Predictor is 

1>("") 
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51 .2 Ill1l lerrentation of Controller System 

A crucial aspect of ill1l1 errenti ng the controll er system is the calcu lation of the a ngular velocity 

In this project, I approximated the angle travelled given any angular velocity >N th the angle error 

belv\leen current orientation angle and previous orientation angle This approximation is 

graphically shOWl in Figure 16 

Figure 16 Angle Approximation 

Mathematical~, this is proven by 

Since at any point on the curve, the orientation is tangent to the path LA + LB = 90° 

The vertical orientation line is aw-.ays perpendicular to horilontalline LA + LC= 90 ° 
Thus, LC= LB 

Wthin a pair of parallel line, I'Ioith georretry rules we know LD= LB 
Therefore, LC= LD 

H~ver, this approximation only works if the angle is not significantl y large 
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The code is 

Wth the calculation of the angle travelled, the code is able to find the actual angularvelocity, 
and therefore utilize the controller system to control position, as discussed in section 5 1 1 

5.2 Code Structure 

In this SLlG-section I >MIl concisely describe the structure of my code and howl got the TurtleBJt 
working The structure of the code is graphical~ illustrated in Figure 17 

Atthe start, Oijkstra's algorithm (I'il irn follows from section 2.2, the detail is in section A) retums 
the path that is represented by a list of way points If there is any vvaypoint in the list, \"ole askthe 
TurtieBot to rrove at a constant linear speed of 01 mis, and an angular velocity that is 
controlled by the Smith Predictor. w ring this process, odorretry data >Nhich grves the position 
and the orientation of TurtieBot is cap tured and used to coll1lute the desired angular velocity 
and desired corrmand angular velocity for the next period (since the control period of the 
discrete syste m is 0 As) If the T urtieBot rea rnes wthin ce rtain di stance from the next wayp oint 
(goalvvaypoint) , the TurtleBot "pauses· and rmves at a slo\"oler linear speed, as it re rmvesthe 
goal vvaypoint and sets the next waypoint as the new goal waypoint This process continues 
until there are no waypoints left in the list, I'il ich indicates that the TurtleBJt has successful~ 
reached the end 
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Path-Anding 

,,, 

Note on color in Figure 17 
Dark Yellow- Ran only once 

Figure 17 Structure of Ill'f code 

Magenta - Calculation done in every DJntrol period 
Blue - Key decision ~trics 
Green - State Machine 

5.3 Result 

", 

In this sect1on, I l'IIJ uld present tvvo sa ll1l le recorded trials. The lv\OJ trials involve tvvo different 
paths that ilTVolw both rrinor and shal]l angle changes, especial~ the second path I'ilere there 
are rru ltiple sharp and even right angles Both maps are dral'\lll in the GIMP image editor as 
images of a 100x100 pixel image The path constructed by Ojkstra's algorithm for the map is 
rrimicked on a tile floor with a scale of 10 pixels to 1 inch, since the VIoidth of each tile is 1 inch 
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5.3.1 Path 1 

Both the map and the path (marked in red, blue is the starting point and green is the goal point) 
are shown in Figure 18. The mimicked path on tile floor is shown in Figure 19. 

Figure 18. Map (left) and Path (right) of Path 1 

Figure 19. Reconstructed Path on the Tile floor 

The video that records the path-following result of Path 1 is in the following link: 
https://youtu.be/KBZ7NwdzIR8 
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5.3.2 Path 2 

Both the map and the path (marked in red, blue is the starting point and green is the goal point) 
are shown in Figure 20. The mimicked path on tile floor is shown in Figure 21. 

Figure 20. Map (left) and Path (right) of Path 2 

I I 

Figure 21. Reconstructed Path on the Tile floor 

The video that records the path-following result of Path 2 is in the following link: 
https://youtu.be/u-VG5wSec80 
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6. Discussion 

In both videos, the TurtleBot follows the complex path relatively smoothly and accurately. In 
particular, the TurtleBot is exceptional in turning smaller angles. Despite a large initial deviation, 
the TurtleBot can also manage sharp angle turns, though it would require a longer time to 
reposition itself correctly. Overall, the result is satisfactory and the Smith Predictor designed for 
the TurtleBot works. 

The difficulty in sharp angle changes is mostly due to my method of calculation of the angular 
velocity that was shown in section 5.1.2. The angle approximation is fairly accurate when the 
angle is small, but its errors become larger with sharper angles. This could lead to an 
overestimation of the angle and thus an overestimation of the real angular velocities, which 
leads to overshooting reflected in the movement of the TurtleBot. 

Another error stems from my use of linear velocity. In both trials, the TurtleBot moves at two 
constant linear speeds depending on the state of approach vs pause, and no controller has 
been implemented to enable a smoother transition in terms of linear velocity. This could also 
lead to overshooting in its movement, since the TurtleBot could move past the goal point before 
the new angular velocity adjustment feeds into the system. 

Nevertheless, if the TurtleBot is given enough time and distance between two different points, it 
is able to adjust to the path correctly with the implementation of the Smith Predictor. 

7. Future Work 

There are at least two directions from which future improvements could be made to this project. 
The first direction of improvement focuses on refining the overall controller design and 
implementation. A more sophisticated theoretical computation could be used to calculate the 
correct angle travelled and hence the resulting angular velocity. More exploration could be done 
in using TurtleBot sensors to directly measure the angular velocity instead of indirectly 
calculating the angular velocity. In addition, a linear velocity controller could be implemented to 
enable the TurtleBot to move at different speeds in different situations to hopefully resemble real 
life situations better with the TurtleBot as a model. In this case, the plant system would also 
need to be remodeled since in this project linear velocity is assumed to be constant. 

The second direction of improvement features implementation of additional functionalities on the 
TurtleBot. Instead of having the perfect knowledge about the map, and assuming no obstacles 
are on the way of path, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) could be implemented to 
give a more realistic picture of an autonomous car. Camera, laser and other sensors could be 
utilized to feed in information necessary for processing of localization and mapping. In this case, 
we are upgrading our map from a 2D representation to a 3D representation. 
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8. Conclusion 

In this project, I have successfully designed and implemented the Smith Predictor on the 
TurtleBot and enabled it to move on a complex path. Through experimentation, I have 

discovered the mathematical model of the plant system in a specific constant linear velocity. 

During implementation, I have made necessary accommodations to the theoretical design of 
controller and implemented Dijkstra's algorithm for path-finding. The result is satisfactory, given 

some assumptions which model the world in a more simplistic way. However, more dimensions 

could be added in the future to improve the performance of the TurtleBot in different ways. 
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A. Code Repository 

As of May 17th, the code is archived and available in github: https://github.com/DxullE90.git . 
Due to the length of the body of the code, any discussion and detail regarding the codes will be 

available in the github shared in the link above. 
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